Bread and Circuses
In the past, too little thought has been given to the relationship of culture to play. That the forms of play have varied with different cultural epochs is often forgotten; even more rarely mentioned is the idea that culture arises in the form of play, and play needs to be born. This is the main thesis of Professor Huizinga But it is probably in the ballet that culture-play elements most clearly appear. The modern ballet has all the play characteristics mentioned above. It is a direct expression of phantasy creating a make-believe world for its devotees.
Its ritual is sacred and all is order within it.
The aesthetic appeal is great, as seen by its ever-increasing popularity.
Through these two culture-play fields, play to-day has a social function, adds to the culture of the community and enriches the mind of the individual and his group. As Aristotle desired it, play, through music and ballet, purifies the emotions of those qualities felt to be dangerous and distasteful. Thus the emotional life of a culture is enriched, the individual taken out of himself and a higher degree of mental health achieved.
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